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abstract
Theory of mechanisms with variable structure in robotic applications of self-reconfigurable structures is one of directions of robot development. At our faculty is in development self-reconfigurable modular robotic system capable of rebuilding a structure according to requirements of the current task. We have designed an algorithm based on transformation matrixes (TM) , an accuracy and a functionality was verified in mathematical programs MathCad® and than in a first application created in Mat-lab®. Plotting the position of the local coordinate systems (LCS) in the area at the move of the one of the modules and comparing with the tracks from SolidWorks-CosmosMotion® it was found that the curve along which LCS moves are identical and the TM is properly designed to determine the exact position of each LCS. The TM was implicated in the application written in C# and designed to simulate the behaviour of the self-reconfigurable modular system. The application allows changing the connections between modules, which are then automatically converted to the new TM for new kinematics structure. Mathematical notations of TM for each sub-module allows to the connection of sub-modules according to requirements of the current task of the system and still have position and orientation vectors to any LCS at a momentary kinematics structure.
introduction
A basic building block of each metamorphic modular robotic system (MMRS) is module. A possibilities of the module, number of modules and type of the module determined the resulting properties of the system. Using identical modules leads to a homogeneous MMRS, whose main advantage is low cost. Using different types leads to a heterogeneous MMRS, whose main advantages are low dimensions and the possibility of extending properties of the system by adding a new module with the new properties. In homogeneous system, each module must contain logic elements, sensors, power supply and motors. In heterogeneous systems are individual modules with logic elements, modules with power supply, mechanical modules that perform the movement action and modules that determine additional properties of the system. Advantages of modular robotics are obvious only with respect to which the required tasks should be applied to several special-purpose robots, or where the environment and tasks ahead cannot be fully defined [3] . Therefore it is appropriate to propose the module, respectively modules that could meet the maximum amount of the required tasks. The complex module is easier to modify its control -individual algorithm. So to achieve the maximum amount of useful applications such as design module and MMRS capabilities with minimal changes, and then determine that the proposed module design have restricted possible application.
Currently, there are several modular robotic systems capable of automatic transformation, this is done by predefined tables and predefined shapes of possible structures. Present results in solving MMRS show that is possible to design a module that has a high degree of adjustability, works in 3D space and can support a chain and lattice structure while supports heterogeneity of MMRS. 
description of module kinematics
Description of MMRS kinematics is based on the description of kinematics of each module. Description of module describes the dependences between the local coordinate systems (LCS) defined on module. It can by defined by Denavit -Hartengerg matrix [1] or with matrix method through transformation matrix (TM) [2, 3] . Then depending on the location and orientation of the connection is calculated the kinematic of the new structure or just the changed section of system. The number of connection places, number of degree of freedom (DOF) and type of connection mechanism, determined the complexity of the kinematic description. The module with one DOF and two connection surfaces, Fig.2 , which has only one possible orientation. Has description of kinematics with TM from LCS1 to LCS2 in Eq.1, and from LCS2 to LCS1 in Eq.2. With number of connection places on the module, the possible connections to the modules and the number of degrees of freedom per module, increase the complexity of description of the kinematics structure MRS. In case of simple modules is possible to describe the dependences between connection places. In complex modules can by used a description between connection mechanisms or the description from LCS i to LSC 0 . Then from connection places we obtain dependences for the connection place i to connection place j, by multiplying the LCS i to LCS 0 and the inverse multiplication LCS 0 to LCS j .
calculation of the kinematic structure
Calculation of the kinematic structure is made from basic module, where the location of that module id either given by the functions that MMRS performs or depends on the type of MMRS. In heterogeneous MMRS calculation can be defined only by certain types of modules, like control module. In the module show above can be defined as the main module can by defined any module of MMRS, where the description of the structure is based just for matrix multiplication A(q i ) and Ain(q i ), because this type can only create a serial structure.
LCS2 on second module is valid, Eq. 4. For LCS2 of n-module is valid Eq. 6 etc. In defining the main module in the inner part of the serial structure of Fig. 3c ) a description of each module is defined by Eq. 5 for LCS1 direction of the main module and Eq. 6 for LCS2 direction of the main module. In defining the main module at the end of the serial structure for LCS1 oriented to structure is Eq. 7, valid for all connected module. The actual description depends on the defined position of the main module, Fig.3a) shows how the main module, module that is placed at one end of a serial structure, oriented with LCS2 toward the structure. For LCS2 is valid Eq.3, the position of
These relationships are valid only for modules involved in the order of 1 to n. For any module connection, the variables qi are defined by the module ID.
The functionality and accuracy of TM was verified in mathematical programs MathCad® and Matlab, where the calculation for two and more connected modules was made, and then was made calculation for complex kinematics structures, Fig. 4 . From these calculations were subsequently obtained TM, a position and orientation vectors. An additional plotting of the position of these LCS in space of modules and comparing LCS with trace from SolidWorks -CosmoMotion found that the curve along which they move LCS are identical, and that TM is properly designed to determine exact position of each LCS.
Module MG
Presented procedure for defining kinematic structure is in principle applicable to various types of modular robotic systems, whether homogeneous or heterogeneous, where depending on the complexity of modules, increasing the complexity of defining modules and then describes the actual structure for the MMRS. Trends in development of these systems suggest need to address the issue of automatic description of kinematic structure. It is economically preferable to have an open modular system capable of automatically changing the structure as necessary as having a closed system with clearly defined possible kinematics structures and one algorithm to change between them. Modularity allows for open systems also add new types of modules to already existing systems.
TM description introduced in the previous section is used at Department of Applied mechanics and mechatronics to development of the MMRS [7, 8, 9] . These TM have been implicated in application designed to simulate the behavior of the MMRS. The module allows interacting with other modules, changing its own kinematic structure and also divided into small parts that would be able to cooperate with others modules. The shape is designed to easy change kinematic structure to various forms of unlimited functionality. The Fig. 5 shows two kinematic structures made only from sub-modules.
The described approach of calculation allows in application change the connection between modules, which are then automatically, calculated new TM for a newly created kinematic structure. It is possible to change Main module, from which is there a calculation of TM. The application supports the creation of serial and parallel mechanisms. 
conclusion
Mathematical notation of transformation matrixes for each sub-modules allows the connection of submodules according to requirements of the role that currently the system does and still have a position and orientation vectors of LCS of any module in momentary kinematic structure. Self-reconfigurable modular robotic systems have great potential appli-cations, but only if this system will replace a large number of specific robots. Our proposed system has features that allow replacing the large number of specific robots. The module supports a high degree of adjustability and also the sub-modules allows to create other modules that can work even with a reduced number of sub-modules. To have the full possibility of the module and its sub-modules is neces sary to know the position and orientation vectors of LCS. For this we have TM presented in this contribution. For a full possibility control of such a system is necessary to solve the inverse kinematics and many other algorithms that make then able to automatic regulation, control and maintenance of MMRS.
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